SECTION 4
INSTALLATION

installation of the 584L Programmable Control System depends largely on
the user’s application requirements. This section provides instructions for
installing each of the 584L’s system components. A cold start-up
procedure is also described in order to prepare the 584L Controller for
programming.
4.1

4.2

INSTALLATION PLANNING
Prior to connecting and installing the 584L system, it is helpful to plan
ahead as to the system’s requirements. These requirements obviously
change from one application to another. Based upon the user’s application
a system layout plan and specification can be outlined. The following steps
suggest a general procedure in designing your 584L Programmable Control
System:
1.

Clearly define the control objective.

2.

Identify the specific inputs and outputs required to meet your
objectives. This is probably the most important task in planning for
your system.

3.

Develop a system hardware design showing types, quantities, and
locations of the units required.

4.

Determine the l/O elements specific to application’s

5.

Configure the system.

6.

Design the program.

program.

PREPARING FOR INSTALLATION
The various parts of the 584L control system are packaged in separate
containers as follows:
Container

Contents

584L

584L Controller including internal modules,
register access panel, and power supply

J200

I/O Expander

J478

Modbus Modem

B240/241

Input/Output Housings (up to three housings
per box)

P421/1XX or
P451 IX22

Auxiliary Power Supply (with cable or
interface installed as an option)

B2XX

Input/Output Modules (up to six per box)

42511427

Remote Channel Driver (with cable attached)
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B545/546

Discrete l/O Housings (up to four housings
per box)

554015541

Input/Output Duct with bus cable (one per
box)

BSXX

Input/Output Modules (up to four modules per
box: 4, 8, or 12 boxes per carton)

J540

200 to 500 Series l/O Adapter (one per box)
NOTE
Mounting hardware is not provided with the controller. A
machine bolt size of 5116 x l-1/2 inches is recommended for
use with panel mounted units.

4.2.1

Initial Check-out
The 584L Controller should be checked or powered-up prior to actual
installation. As a preliminary step, make a note of the controller’s serial
number. The number is located on a tag positioned on the top right side of
the unit. In all correspondence with Modicon concerning the controller,
always specify the unit’s type and serial number.

LOCATION OF
584 SERIAL NUMBER

Figure 4-1. 584L Serial Number
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The following step by step procedure lists instructions for testing the 584L
Controller prior to the unit’s installation:
1.

Unpack the controller from its carton, and place the unit on a table or
floor in an upright position.

2.

Connect a three-wire AC power cord to terminals 1, 2, and 3 on the
controller’s lower right side. For 115 V operation, connect a jumper
between terminals 4 and 5. For 220 VAC operation no jumper is
required. See Figure 4-2.
NOTE
The controller is delivered from the factory with a jumper
connected between terminals 4 and 5. This sets the power
supply for 115 VAC.

L-- -I

L

Il5V OPERATION
WITH JUMPER
220V OPERATION
WITHOUT JUMPER

Figure 4-2. Power Cord Connection to 584L

3.

Plug the cord into an AC power source. Open the front panel and
switch the controller’s ON/OFF switch to ON. This switch is shown in
Figure 4-3.

INSTALLATION

DATA CHANNEL

/MEMORY

BOARD

-POWER
SUPPLY

Figure 4-3. 584L Power Supply and Battery Pack

4.

Check that the POWER indicatet on the front panei is ON. Install the
battery pack underneath the controller’s power supply as follows:
l

l

l

Slide the pack with the securing hole facing down and ribbon
cable facing up into the space below the power supply. Ensure
that any foreign matter is not being forced into the lip at the rear
of the space.
Secure battery pack by centering the mounting hole over the stud
and pressing down.
Insert battery pack cable into connector on the memory board (see
Figure 4-3). The red strips on the cable should be facing towards
the top.
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NOTE
The battery pack cable may be connected or disconnected
with AC power applied to the mainframe and the ON/OFF
switch ON.

4.3

5.

Ensure that BATTERY OK is ON.

6.

If the RUN light does not energize when the POWER OK indicator is
ON, or if the batteries were not installed for CMOS memories, the
controller should be initialized by one of the following procedures
using Modbus Port 2.
a.

Call the Modicon Service Center and use a telephone interface
to enter a new configuration table or a previously stored program.

b.

Use the P190 Programmer and 584L Configurator Tape to design
and load a new configuration table. See P190 Programmer User’s
Manual for details.

c.

Use the P190 Programmer and Tape Loader Tape to load a
previously recorded program. See P190 Programmer User’s
Manual for details.

7.

With the RUN light ON, verify the operation of the register access
panel. Examine and/or change a register’s content; examine a discrete
input’s state and/or disable and enable it. Refer to Section 3.2.1 in this
manual.

8.

Turn power switch OFF and disconnect power cord.

9.

If the controller fails to operate, call your local Modicon Sales Office.
Ensure that the controller’s serial number, Modicon’s job order, and
invoice number are available for reference.

INSTALLING THE 584L CONTROLLER
The 584L PC can be installed on any vertical surface capable of supporting
its weight. The 584L can also be mounted in a 19 inch rack configuration
without adding special hardware or specifying a different packaging
option. It is recommended that the controller be mounted relatively high for
easy access to the controller’s display panel. The unit, however, can be
placed anywhere in a cabinet or rack as long as sufficient air flow is
possible and the unit is oriented in an upright position.
Mounting hardware for the controller is not provided; 5/16 x l-112 inch
machine bolts are suggested for use with panel mounted units. It is further
recommended that two workers be assigned when mounting the controller.
The controiler’s mounting dimensions are displayed in Figure 4-4.
NOTE
Leave a six inch clearance below the controller for l/O
cables.
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Figure 4-4. 584L Mounting Dimensions

Instructions for panel mounting the controller are as follows:
1.

Start two upper mounting bolts. Rest the controller on the bolts using
its rear keyhole slots. Start two lower mounting bolts and tighten all
bolts.

2.

Install AC power connection to right side of controller. Allow
sufficient slack in the power connection in rack Installations to allow
for easy servicing.

3.

For rack mounting, place mainframe into 19inch rack and secure with
six screws starting at the bottom of each side. Slides can be used if
provided by user.
NOTE
Do not install slides to interfere with power connections on
the controller’s right side.

4.

If utilized, install 5478 Modbus Modem (maximum two per mainframe)
within 50 feet (15.24 meters) of the controller. Cable W192 is used to
connect the modem to the controller. Port 1 is next to rear connector
on controller’s bottom, and Port 2 is on front adjacent to the register
access panel. See Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5. 584L Port’s 1 and 2

4.4
4.4.1

200 SERIES l/O INSTALLATION
110 Housing Installation
The following instructions describe installation procedures for the 200
Series 110 housings. Planning the quantity and locations for the housings
should occur prior to installation.
1.

Select one B24C or B241 l/O housing and remove the protective tape
from its lower right side. See Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6. 8240 I/O Housing with Protective Tape

2.

Mark the housing’s support surface. Loosely bolt the housing into
place at the right-most location for that channel. Mounting
dimensions for the 200 Series l/O are displayed in Figure 4-7.
NOTE
If the housing is to attach directly to an auxiliary power
supply, the mounting location of the power supply should
be marked at this time.

3.

Select the next housing and remove the protective tape from both the
housing’s left and right side.

4.

Position the housing to the left of the previous housing and loosely
bolt into place.

5.

Connecters at the lower left of each housing rotate to mate the
housings. This cam connecter is shown in Figure 4-8. Rotate the
connecter of the right-most housing clockwise 189O to engage the
mating connecters. Use extreme caution when rotatlng the cam to
avoid damage to the connecter.

8.

Repeat steps 3-5 until all housings are in place. Securely tighten all
mounting bolts. Additional channels are installed accordingly.

7.

If no auxiliary power supply is required for the channel being installed
(typically Channels I and II), install W600 type cable to left-most I/O
housing. Slide box end of cable onto left side of housing as shown in
Figure 4-9, until the box almost touches the metal stop. Carefully
rotate cam connector to mate housing to cable. It may be necessary
to pull box slightly down from the stop to obtain proper position to
prevent damage to connectors. Tighten hex head lock screw.

INSTALLATION
Set the address index pins on the housings.

8.

CAUTION
Failure to remove protective tape on the left and right side
of each l/O housing cammed into another housing could
result in faulty operation of the I/O modules within that
channel.
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Figure 4-7. 200 Series I/O Moimting Dimensions
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Figure 4-8. I/O Housing Cam Connector
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Figure 4-9. Attaching WOO Cable
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Each channel of 200 Series 110 can accept up to 128 input and 128 output
points, which can be configured as eight input and eight output modules
(See Figure 4-10). These 16 modules can be mounted four per B240 or
8242~004 housing or two per 8241 or B242-002. They must all be addressed
for the 584L PC by the address index pin. As you can see in Figure 4-10,
each input module must have a different number, 1 through 8, and each
output module must also have a different number, 1 through 8.

5
IN

I
OUT

5
OUT

6

2

6

IN

OUT

OUT

7

3

7

IN

OUT

OUT

8

4

8

IN

OUT

OUT

Figure 4-10. Typical Address Scheme for 200 Series II0

User field wiring can be connected before the I/O modules are installed. It
is recommended for user convenience that field wiring be installed prior to
the l/O modules. Wiring is routed through the conduit to the terminals from
either the top or bottom of the housing. Each terminal is capable of
receiving one AWG No. 12 or two AWG No. 14 wires. The smallest
recommended wire is AWG No. 24.
4.4.2

l/O M
‘ odule insertion
Before installing any l/O modules, the protective metal tape must be
removed from the backplane of the housing. To prevent foreign matter from
entering the housing and to improve the signal to noise ratio, leave this
tape on all locations where a module will not be installed.
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CAUTION
Inserting 110 modules into slots from which the protective
metal tape has not been removed may result in improper
operation of that module, as well as other modules on that
l/O channel.
Insert each module so that its connector pins, both at the rear and front of
the module, are mating with the pins of the housing. Then press the module
into the housing until the module is fully seated. Tap the module with the
hand using moderate force. Extreme pressure is not necessary. Tighten the
two captive screws on the front of the module. Refer to Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-11. Inserting 200 Series I/O Module

A plastic plate is located on the front of each module. This plate can be
engraved by the user to indicate the function of the input or output signal.
The plate is also reversible; both sides can be engraved if a change is
necessary. A colored terminal identification strip may also be installed to
match the color coding of the modules. Refer to Table 3-8.
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4.4.3

inductive Load Protection
If an inductive load, such as a large relay or motor starter, is connected in
parallel with an input as shown in Figure 4-12, an inductive spike could be
generated when the input opens. This spike could damage the l/O module’s
input circuitry. To prevent this, an RC network or thyrector can be installed
in parallel with the load to absorb inductive energy.
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Figure 4-12. Inductive Load Protection on AC inputs

There can also be occasions when inductive loads must be operated by
both contacts and an output from the controller. Figure 4-13 illustrates how
this may be done with contact both in series and in parallel with the
controller’s output. When an output is in series with the contact, the
contact must always be wired between the controller output and the load.
External pulse suppression is not required if the load is controlled only by
the controller’s output.
NOTE
The RC or thyrector may not be required if the inductive load
is less than one Henry since thyrectors are incorporated at
the output module.
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Figure 4-13. Inductive Load Protection on AC Outputs
4.4.4

Cables
110 cables are connected at the controller’s bottom left side. Cable ports
on the 5841, are assigned the following functions (front to rear):
Channel
Channel
Channel
Modbus
J200 I10

I
II
III & IV
Port I
Expander
CAUTION

Do not connect the J200 with the 5S4L running. Internal
circuit board damage to the 584L may result.
If a cable is inserted in a wrong position, it will not damage the controller.
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CAUTION
Plugging a W600 type cable (typically for either Channel I or
II) into the expander’s rear most connector will cause the
controller to stop (RUN and POWER OK LED’s are OFF).
Removing the cable will restart the controller automatically.
4.5

4.51

500 SERIES l/O INSTALLATION
Installation of the 500 Series l/O is similar to that of the 200 Series.
However, the inclusion of a J540 adapter is required. As with the 200 Series,
prior planning as to quantity and location of l/O is necessary before
installation is attempted.
l/O Housing Installation with J540 Adapter
Installation procedures are as follows: Details for the J450 Adapter are in
the J540 AdapterlNowbus Monitor, Installation and Operation Guide
(PI-J540-001) which is shipped with the J540.
1.

Mark the housing’s support surface before drilling holes for mounting
bolts. Mounting dimensions for 500 Series l/O are shown in Figure
4-14.
NOTE
If the J540 adapter is to attach directly to an auxiliary power
supply, the mounting location of the power supply must be
marked at this time.

2.

Drill mounting holes. Bolt the J540 l/O duct in place. Do not install
cover.

3.

Set the J54O’s input.and output switches prior to mounting. The 584L
PC communicates with the J540 by sending or receiving 16 l/O points
of information. Each J540 output switch enables a group of four
output modules, each input switch enables a group of four input
modules. Figure 4-15 illustrates typical switch settings for the J540
adapter.

4.

Replace the J54O’s front cover.

5. Insert 5540 PC board and mounting screws through the left most set of
cutouts in the duct. Ensure that the mounting screws on the top of the
J540 are backed out at least VI inch.
6.

Place the J540 against the mounting surface and tighten its mounting
screws.

7.

Install mounting bolts in the bottom bracket of the J540 and tighten.

8.

Insert 500 Series l/O housing and mounting screws through cutouts in
the duct adjacent to the J540.
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Figure 4-14. 500 Series I/O Mounting Dimensions
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Figure 4-76. Inserting J54O
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NOTE
Ensure that the mounting screws in the top of the housing
are out at least l/4 inch before installing the housing into the
duct.
9.

Place housing against mounting surface and tighten screws.

10.

Bolt l/O housing in place.
CAUTION
The keyhole slots are only capable of supporting empty I/O
housings; not when they are filled with modules and field
wiring. Secure housing prior to field wiring and module
insertion.

11.

4.5.2

Repeat steps 8 through 10, installing housings from left to right until
the entire l/O channel is Installed. Securely tighten mounting bolts in
place.

Field Wiring
User field wiring can be connected before or after the l/O modules are
inserted. It is recommended that for user convenience the field wiring be
connected prior to the module’s installation. Wiring is routed through the
conduit to the terminals from either the top or bottom of the housing. Each
terminal is capable of receiving one AWG No. 10 or two AWG No. 12 wires.
The smallest recommended wire is AWG No. 24. For each module position,
terminal 1 is at the top and terminal 8 is at the bottom.

4.5.3

l/O Module Addressing
Prior to installing modules into each 6545 housing, the housing’s address
must be determined. A single channel can support up to 128 input and 128
output points, which can be configured as 32 input and 32 output Series
500 modules. These 64 modules can be inserted into eight B545 housings
- eight modules to a housing. Each housing has a set of four STRIP
SELECT switches, shown in Figure 4-17, which can be set to select any
housing address, one through four. Since there can be up to eight 8545
housings per 110 channel, a pair of housings may share the same address
if one housing contains only input and the other only output modules.
NOTES
For proper channel operation only one switch must be
pressed. If two switches are pressed, all the housings in
that channel with either of these two addresses will respond
in parallel.
Up to two housings in one channel can have the same address. Between
two housings with the same address, l/O modules must be installed (from
top to bottom) with exact opposites, inputs versus outputs.
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I/O HOlJSIP
AD1IRESS SEL .ECTION

Figure 4-17, Strip Select Switches for B545/B546 II0 Housings

The B546 half size housings are used in locations in which four or fewer l/O
modules will be installed. Each housing has a set of four STRIP SELECT
switches identical to those described for the 8545 housing. Since there can
be up to sixteen B546 housings present on one l/O channel, up to four
housings may share the same address, one pair of housings containing
eight input modules and the other pair of housings containing eight output
modules.
In each housing, an UPPER BYTE SELECT switch provides an address for
the top two modules, a LOWER BYTE SELECT switch addresses the lower
two modules.
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4.5.4

Module Insertion and Cable Connection
Connect the 110 housings and J540 across their tops with the I/O bus
1.
cable, the red strip oriented toward the back. The bus cable snaps
onto the connectors on the tops of the housings and the J540 (Figure
4-18.).

figure 4-18. Bus Cable Connection to J540 and Housings

2.

Install covers on duct. End plate is fastened with three screws.

3.

Insert l/O modules. Modules are inserted into the housing using large
guide pins to align module into rear connector. Once engaged, the
module is rotated toward the wiring conduit to engage field terminals.
See Figure 4-19.
NOTE
The red slide lock must be down to allow module insertion
and removal. It must be up to lock the module in place.

4.

After all the modules are installed, the housing identification strip can
be inserted. This plastic strip covers the field terminals along the
entire length of the housing. Space is provided on this strip for color
coded labels to identify various l/O modules, as welt as user
identification of field circuitry.
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Figure 4-19. Inserting 500 Series I/O Modules

4.6

5.

The connector at the lower left of the J540 rotates to mate the J540
with either its neighboring auxiliary power supply or a W600 cable.
When first mounting the 5540, ensure that the connector is rotated
inside to prevent damage.

6.

If no auxiliary power supply is required for the channel being installed
(typically Channels I and II) install W600 type cable to J540. Slide the
box end of the cable onto left side of J540 until box almost touches
metal stop. Carefully rotate cam connector to mate J540 to cable. It
may be necessary to pull box slightly down from the stop to prevent
damage to the connectors. Tighten hex head lock screw.

REMOTE l/O
The 564L’s remote l/O will normally require custom configuration for each
installation. The following guidelines should be kept in mind:
1.

The J200 Remote l/O driver can support up to 14 l/O locations (drops),
each with up to two l/O channels.

2.

Each drop requires a P451 or P453 auxiliary power supply. The P451
drives one channel of l/O and provides switching for a second
channel. The P453 drives two channels of l/O and interfaces with
ASCII devices.

3.

If a P451 is used at the drop and a second channel is required at the
location, a P421 auxiliary power supply is required at the second
\_
channel.
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4.

A single CAC6 or CATV cable run is used to connect all l/O locations
to the J200. This cable is configured as a multi-drop connection; a
main cable is installed and a splitter is used next to the J200 to create
a branch in the system. Taps are used to connect each l/O location to
the main cable. The requirements for this cabling are:

(1) Maximum’length

of any drop is 100 feet (30 meters) from the

main Cable.

(2) Total cable length should not exceed 5,000 feet (1.8 km) for CAC6
or 15,006 feet (4.5 km) for CATV.
(3)

The maxlmum allowable dB loss between the J200 and any drop
is 35 dB. This loss should be taken into consideration before
configuring the system.

(4)

The dB loss for the cabling is:
CAC-6 = 7.0 dB/lOOO ft. (305 m)
CATV = 0.8 dB/lOOO ft. (305 m)

(5)

The dB loss for the connectors are:
= 1 dB through, 12 dB down
Tap (MA-0185)
drop
Splitter (MA-0186) = 3 dB from center to both
sides

(6) If signal loss is becoming critical due to distance of the I/O
channel from the controller, a splitter can be used at a drop in
place of a tap to reduce the dB loss.
(7)

The cable can be terminated in two ways: either at a channel of
l/O or with a 75 ohm cable terminator.

Installation procedures for the J200, auxiliary power supplies, and l/O
drivers can be found in the 584L Programmable Controller Remote l/O
Processing Manual.
4.7
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PRECAUTIONS FOR AC GROUNDS
AC circuit faults in heavy equipment controlled by the 5641, Controller can
cause large surge currents in the l/O ground system. The shield on the
W600 cable is connected to ground and will provide a current path,
momentarily raising the voltage on the frame of the 584L,
The following precautions are provided for the system’s installation:
l

.

Avoid power sources with an ungrounded or open delta transformer in
three phase systems.
Avoid using ground systems that use reactance or resistance grounds.
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l

l

l

4.8

4.8.1

Use direct ground wire systems where there is an adequate earth
ground at the power source.
Avoid creating ground loops. A common ground reference will minimize
the effect of surge transients.
At a site where the P190 is located some distance from the 584L, check
the ground system for breaks in the ground conductor (green/yellow
wire), ancilary extension cords, etc. before connecting the P190.

584L COLD START-UP
The following procedure describes the preparation of the 584L Controller
for operation from a cold start.
Unit Assembly
1.

After assembling the battery pack, attach the pack to the controller
panel.

2.

Wire the 120 VAC circuit to the controller’s
appropriately at the panel’s bottom.

3.

Check
switch
of the
should

4.

Apply power to the programmer and controller. Place the power
switches on the back panel of the P190 and within the inner door of
the 584L to ON.

5.

Observe the P190. LOAD PROGRAM TAPE should be displayed on the
screen. For a more readable picture, adjust contrast and brightness
from the rear panel.

6.

Observe the 584L display panel. SAFE 84 should be displayed and the
battery and power LED’s should be energized.

7.

Change the baud rate by pressing the following keys on the front
panel of the 584L.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

right panel marked

baud rate switch settings on the back of the P190. Each DIP
should be preset at 9600 baud. Use the metal tag on the rear
machine to verify each port’s baud rate. DIP switch setting
be: 9600 baud, even parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits.

620002
REF
9600
ENTER

This will set the front port of the 584L Controller to operate at 9600
baud.
8.

Connect the W190 cable to the port on the 584L’s front panel.

9.

Attach the 25 pin male connector of the cable to Port 1 on the rear
access panel of the P190.
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4.8.2

Tape Duplication
A master tape cannot be used to enable the system. All tapes must be
duplicated, then the duplicates are used to program/configure the 584L. A
blank tape is needed for each copy. A duplicate tape cannot be copied.
To make a copy of the 584L Configurator Master Tape follow steps l-7.

4.8.3

1.

Turn on the PlQO.

2.

Press the red INIT and the red INIT LOCK key at the same time. When
the PlQO is ready the screen will display the message INSERT PlQO
PROGRAM TAPE.

3.

Insert the master T584-004 Configurator Tape into the tape drive on
the PlQO. After the tape has run, it automatically rewinds and stops.
The PlQO screen then displays the message REMOVE TAPE.

4.

Remove the tape from the PlQO tape drive. Be sure it is clearly labeled.
Now the PlQO screen displays the message LOAD WRITE ENABLED
SCRATCH TAPE.

5.

Insert a blank tape. Be sure the record tab is in the RECORD position.
The PlQO automatically begins to duplicate the master tape. The
screen displays the message DUPLICATING. After the tape has run,
It automatically rewinds and the PI90 screen displays the message
REMOVE TAPE. Remove the tape and label It. The screen then
displays LOAD WRITE ENABLED SCRATCH TAPE.

8.

To produce more copies, insert another blank tape in the tape drive
and repeat Step 5. After the last copy has been made, remove the tape
and press the red INIT and the INIT LOCK key at the same time.

7.

To duplicate another master tape begin again at Step 2.

8.

Store all master tapes in a clean, dry, secure place for future use.

Configuration
The following
controller:

steps using the PlQO Programmer will configure

the

NOTES
The baud rate switches on the PlQO are preset at the
factory. The DIP switch on the left side sets the baud rate
with the first three switches up and the fourth switch down.
To set a compatible baud rate for the front programming port on the 584L,
enter code No. 820002 and press the REF key. Then enter 9600 and press
the ENTER key. This will set the baud rate for the front port at 9600 baud.
To set the baud rate for the bottom programming port, enter code No.
610602.
1.

Insert duplicate configurator tape. Wait for tape to load. The display
will change listing several labels.
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2.

Enter 1 and press 584L CONFIG. Wait for CONFIG to load.

3.

After display has changed:
(a)

Press SET SIZE and enter number of coils, inputs, input and
holding registers, and l/O channels.

(b)

Press 584L CONFIG.

(c)

Press Port 1, set 9600 baud rate, press 584L CONFIG.

(d)

Press Port 2, set 9600 baud rate, press 584L CONFIG.

4.

Press WRITE CONFIG.
displayed.

5.

Enter unit No. 1 and press
configuration will be displayed.

6.

Press EXIT.

7.

Press CONTROLLER OPERATION.

8.

Press START 584L.

9.

Press PROCEED. Controller run light should be ON.

IO.

Insert duplicate 584L Program Tape. Press INIT and lNlT/LOCK on the
programmer. Wait for tape to load and display to change.

11.

Press 1, then ATTACH. Configuration Table should be displayed.
(a)

584L CONFIG

and ATTACH keys will be

ATTACH.

The

584L

Controller’s

If you are going to use ASCII messages, press the ASCII key and
set the appropriate ASCII parameters. Press 584L CONFIG when
all the ASCII information is entered.

(b) .Press the special key to set the battery OK coil (any coil in the
system may be selected). Press 584L CONFIG.
12.

Press EXIT. Screen will appear blank with the exception of a SELECT
SEGMENT.

13.

Press START NEXT.
The 584L PC is now ready to program.
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